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Abstract 
Cloud computing builds advantages upon VM technologies and distributed computing, which provides usage of 

computing resources, allocating resources on demand services. Cloud computing is able to provide illusions of 

multiplex computing environment to the users on a same physical infrastructure with unlimited computing resources. 

Hence, resource utilization choices are made by users on their demands. But still to accomplish a good resource 

allocation that minimizes the cost associated with it and to meet customer demands with application requirements is a 

greater challenge. In this paper with the resource allocation algorithm used to formulating a resource allocation 

problem under deadline driven approach by minimizing user payment based on the cloud environment. The bound 

value of task execution length depend upon the possible inaccurate workload prediction can be guaranteed to complete 

tasks by analyzing within the users expected time. 
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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing has started with a new implementation technologies that gives a greater use of 

virtual environment on the Internet. Accessibility of Virtualized resources is easy indeed can be 

dynamically make the cloud system to reconfigure to go with the variable loads. Users over demand of 

their resources against their true needs in cloud system so in order to avoid this resources provided by cloud 

system are intended to within the payment structure. For each task’s workload is likely of multiple 

dimensions. Multidimensional execution results from the computing resources. Even though a task resource 

type like CPU, can be partitioned into multiple ordered execution phases each calling for a different 

computing capacity and different prices on demand. This may also lead to a potentially high-dimensional 

execution scenario. In order to gain high prediction error tolerance ability a resource allocation algorithm is 

adopted and also minimizing users’ payments subject to their expected deadlines. 

Idle physical resources can be partitioned and allocated to new tasks. This makes easy of finding 

the optimal solution through convex optimization strategies. But it is in viable to directly solve the 

necessary and sufficient condition to find the optimal solution with their conditions. However, by further 

analyzing resource allocation algorithm’s optimality approximation ratio given the possibly wrong 
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predictions of task’s execution properties. Through the fact, by setting a relatively stricter deadline properly 

based on our approximation ratio, each task can be guaranteed to be finished within its original deadline 

even though task properties cannot be predicted accurately. 

 

. 

2. Literature Survey 

Cloud system with virtualization and computing technologies has the ability to change and move large 

part of the IT industries. Cloud computing has the ability to making software more attractive with its 

service and having the flexibility to move according to the design of IT hardware. Each and every level 

should aim at horizontal scalability of virtual machines over the efficiency on a single VM [1] 

• Software applications need both scale down and scale up rapidly, which is a needful requirement. 

Cloud Computing offers pay-for-use licensing to match the needs of software used in it. 

• Infrastructure Software with VMs needs to be alert that it is no longer worked on core metal. 

•  Performance and cost of purchase is importance as cost of operation has to match the rewarding 

energy proportionality such as by using disk, unused memory and network into less manageable 

power option. 

Concept of the Virtual Machine technology applies of virtualization to an entire machine, hardware 

resource and real machine constraints with flexibility and software portability [2]. Day by day Virtual 

machines are developing as required elements designed in computer system. Major computer components 

problems are designed and solved by VMs. Multiple operating systems support same hardware platforms 

and servers at system level. 

Convex optimization is also evolving as an important tool for hardware, non-convex problems, 

optimal value are generated with lower bounds and as a innovative method for developing suboptimal 

values [3]. 

 

3. Methodology 

  
3.1 Existing System  

In cloud computing resource allocation is complex as compared to other distributed systems such 

as grid computing systems. It is inappropriate in a grid system to share the compute resources among the 

different applications simultaneously running on them due to the expected mutual performance interference 

among them. Cloud systems do not allow physical hosts directly connect to the users, but influence virtual 

resources isolated by VM technology. Amazon EC2 and Open Nebula use Cloud management tools that are 

leveraged by VM resource isolation technology. Scientific research with faster growth make, users to 

request complicated demands indeed guaranteed to reach time goals from resource allocation with 

minimized payment that is rarely known. However, inevitable faults in predicting task workloads will make 

the problem complicate. 

 
3.1.1 Drawbacks of the Existing system  

1. There are no predictors for identification of high load in the existing systems. 

2. Available predictor in the existing system takes wrong decision in resource allocation and also 

generates some errors. 

3. Cost utilization of existing system is high.  
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3.2 Proposed System 

The goal of resource allocation algorithm for virtual machine multiplexing technology in cloud system is to 

minimize the user’s payment of task within the specified deadline. Expected output of the algorithm can be 

optimized based on KKT condition, which describes that any other solutions can cause larger payment cost. 

The approximation ratio generated by algorithm can be analysed for expanded execution time for user 

predicted deadline for inaccurate tasks. 

The characteristics under incorrect prediction that guarantee tasks execution time within its deadline are:  

•  Based on the cloud environment facilitated with VM resource isolation technology the proposed 

system formulates deadline driven resource allocation issues, and propose a solution with 

polynomial time that minimises user payment in their expected terms for deadlines. 

• The execution of upper bound task length based on the inaccurate workload is analysed by 

proposing the error- tolerant method with assurance of task completion within deadline 

• Effectiveness over real VM is validated in cluster environment under different levels of 

competition. 

3.2.2 Advantages in the Proposed System 

 
1. The tasks can be executed within the specified deadline bound. 

2. Significant allocation of resources to the tasks can be provided with Optimal allocation algorithm 

3. The cost for resource allocation to the cloud users can be reduced 

 

3.3 System Architecture 

Formulating a deadline driven resource allocation problem in cloud system based on the cloud 

environment is facilitated with VM resource isolation technology. A new solution that could complete 

the given tasks by achieving error tolerance and minimize user’s payment in terms of their expected 

deadline. 

 

Fig. 1 System Architecture 

 

In the above specified architecture some of the tasks are assigned to user. The computation and 

disk processing tasks are predicted based on the execution time i.e 3 to 4 hours respectively. The user, 

scheduler checks the pre-collected availability states of all the nodes, along with estimation of minimal 

payment of running the task within its deadline on each of them upon receiving the request. 
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The host that requires less payment will run the task through a customized instance of VM 

with isolated resources. In particular, VM will be customized with such a CPU that the task can be 

completed within specified deadline and its payment can also be minimized. The computation results 

will be provided to the users.  

 

4. Experimental Results 
 

 

Fig. 2 Payment Minimization Graph 

As from the above figure.2 Payment Minimization Graph shows how the new Optimal Allocation 

Algorithm helps in resource allocation in cloud system. As per the experimental results, X-Axis indicates 

number of tasks and Y-Axis indicates the time to complete the given tasks. The overall tasks are 

accomplished to complete within the given deadline, which is being predicted by optimal resource 

allocation algorithm with KKT condition. The algorithm not only predicts but also manages to make VMs 

to be balanced according to the resource allocation in cloud system. This results from the optimal allocation 

algorithm is managed to increase the upper bound values to achieve guaranteed execution of all task as per 

users deadline by minimizing the resource utilization cost as well as handling the faults while resource 

allocation.   

5. Conclusion 

 

Cloud system with resource allocation algorithm supporting VM-multiplexing technology, minimize the 

payment of users based on their task and made an effort to guarantee its execution within deadline. The 

output of the proposed algorithm is optimal based on KKT condition which describes that any other 

solutions would cause larger costs in payment. Analyzing ratio of approximation for execution time 

generated by this algorithm to the deadline of user expectations under incorrect task prediction. The 

resources are provisioned approximately sufficient, this paper guarantee for task execution time within 

deadline even during incorrect prediction. In the upcoming eras, it can be adopted with stricter/original 

deadlines into still some more excellent management tools like Open Nebula and Amazon EC2, for 

maximizing the system-wide performance. 
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